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Introduction
The maritime industry is experiencing the rapid adoption of digital tools and services as ship
owners look to technology to deliver greater efficiency and reduced costs. The growth in the take up
of VSAT installations suggests that digitalisation and the need for more bandwidth is moving quickly,
with 51,834 vessels (including a small number of offshore assets) having VSAT systems currently
installed. There could be as many as 51,867 more vessels and assets with the potential to install
VSAT, according to research provider COMSYS, which released its latest Maritime VSAT Report in
January 2020.**
Potential to
install VSAT
(51,867)

Vessels with
VSAT today
(51,834)

But embracing digitalisation is not a part-time process, it demands full commitment and a complete
integration of vessel fleets with onshore systems.
Rather than treating business units or assets as discrete elements it demands that shipping companies
undergo a complete organisational transformation, so that the business model is enabled by common
digital tools, processes and services.
Adopting such tools for asset management, applications, connectivity and efficiency requires an
integrated network technology ideally from a single provider, based on clear and defined data
ownership, transparency and accountability.
Marlink envisions our response to this challenge as providing the technology and services that can
contribute to greater operational efficiency, value creation and regulatory compliance. The tools
we provide span remote monitoring and maintenance, network and data management to cyber
detection and compliance.
To provide the necessary security means opening up for the potential wins enabling a digital strategy.
Increasingly, this will also require proving that you are compliant with regulation in terms of awareness,
procedures and technology. With this white paper we try to guide you through some of the main
challenges in the transformation towards a greener and truly digital maritime industry - and how
to achieve this.
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A Proactive Approach to ICT
IT and Operational Technology (OT) systems are increasingly
connected and available, because if a charterer or operator
is ultimately footing the fuel bill, they want to know
more information and sooner than the traditional noon
report format.
The cost of access to digital tools is falling all the
time and an emerging ‘start-up culture’ in shipping
is creating new solution; often with the backing of
shipping companies who realise that in design-terms,
they cannot increase design efficiency by much
more: the differentiator now will be information
and data.
Research conducted for Marlink* found that large
parts of the maritime industry consider themselves
‘digital-ready’. More than two-thirds of companies said
this included a clear and established strategy for
satellite communications and IT solutions.
However, whilst these companies agreed they
are ‘digital-ready’, only 30% of them believe they
are well-advanced in progress with their digital
transformation strategies. In other industry sectors
where digitalisation is taking place, the figure is
closer to 60%.
Too many sectors of the shipping industry are still
working with the belief that deploying digital applications
on ships at sea is either difficult or simply not a business
requirement. This needs to change if the industry is to
increase efficiency by enough to substantially increase
its sustainability.
The Marlink approach to improving digital take-up is to
be a supporting partner to the process; as shipowners
develop their strategy, we can provide the technology
aspect, improving connectivity, reducing risk and encouraging
engagement with data-driven decision-making.

To make digital work, shipping company management
should be focused on IT not as a tool measured by
uptime and cost but as part of a strategic plan on how
to remain competitive and compliant. This is a new
approach for an industry where CIOs are often caught
in a conflict between delivering against existing security
KPIs and meeting expectations of being ‘future proof’.
In maritime, the new thinking must be ‘Information
and Communications Technology’ (ICT), not ‘IT and
Communications’ as two different things. The ICT
approach includes all the layers necessary to create
a holistic strategy which is both dynamic and agile.
At a time when standardisation for data transfer is
attracting increased attention, owners also want to
see the automation of business processes extending
from existing applications such as system monitoring
and management to mobile solutions for administrative
purposes, making access to information faster and
easier.

Only 30% of the maritime industry
believe they are well-advanced
with their digital transformation
strategies
Networks must be constructed to ensure connectivity
is built to support uptime on applications as managed
services, comprising hybrid low latency networks and
combining cloud systems for data collection and analysis.
The considerations stretch all the way from connectivity
speeds to CPU and storage needs, backups and security.
New technology and increased connectivity are two
fundamental forces acting on the maritime industry;
the third is the security of the IT networks on which
they run.
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The Secure IT Network Imperative
A cyber secure network is a subject of both concern
and confusion within the shipping industry, despite
progress in raising awareness of the risks, from the
chief executive to the chief mate. It was not long ago
that IT departments were lobbying for the resources
to build a cyber-secure business infrastructure based
on expected threat rather than experience.
The ‘NotPetya’ malware attack that affected AP Moller
Maersk’s shipping and ports operations, moved the
shipping industry from a state of denial on cyber security to corporate acceptance. Prior to the attack, shipping
had relied on voluntary guidelines on Cyber Security
onboard ships issued by BIMCO, CLIA, ICS, INTERCARGO,
INTERMANAGER, INTERTANKO, OCIMF, IUMI and WORLD
SHIPPING COUNCIL.
Compliance with voluntary cyber security guidelines
until now have tended to succeed or fail on the basis
of the human element, relying on an intention to do the
right thing. It is precisely this lack of transparency over
how the tasks are performed and the updates recorded
that the regulation seeks to change. Trust is critical but
it also creates unnecessary additional strain on a system
where so much compliance must be demonstrated.

At least 50% of software
updates are still performed
by physical media such as CDs
and USBs

While the first represents mandatory regulation, the
second is a ‘licence to operate’ for owners carrying
hazardous cargoes. The ISM Code will require
demonstration that action has been taken to address
cyber security, TMSA will require shipowners to
demonstrate that they have the latest available IT
operating system and other software updates as well
as specific security patches either as part of a Port
State Control inspection or in pre-qualifying a vessel
to carry cargo.
The IMO Resolution encourages administrations to
ensure that cyber risks are appropriately addressed
in existing safety management systems (as defined in
the ISM Code) no later than the first annual verification
of the company’s Document of Compliance after
1 January 2021.
TMSA 3 states that owners should ensure that all
consequences and associated risks are identified and
mitigated prior to implementing change. The company
should establish a formal, systematic process to
evaluate, approve, communicate and document both
temporary and permanent changes that could impact
their operations.
Marlink also believes that when
deploying a digitalisation strategy,
a cyber-secure IT network is the
fundamental starting point;
security at the most holistic
level must be taken into
consideration from the
very beginning of
the process.

Updates and patches may not be small packets of data,
requiring scheduling and full VSAT coverage to download
quickly and efficiently. Marlink estimates that at least
50% of software updates are still performed by the
collection of physical medias such as a CD for manual
updates performed ‘over the air’ and automatically
applied.*
The next stage of cyber security will be the regulatory
phase. The IMO has adopted cyber-security related
amendments to the International Safety Management
(ISM) Code while the tanker sector has already made
similar requirements part of Tanker Management Safety
Assessment (TMSA) version 3.
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Achieving Compliance
Our research clearly shows that owners properly
engaged with digitalisation and smart shipping do not
want to use multiple product sources or vendors as this
potentially increases complexity, reduces effectiveness
of response and presents security risks. Single vendors
are preferred because of their ability to provide one data
source and service.

How are on board software and solutions updated and
maintained?
ITLink covers both the regulatory and market compliance
requirements and also removes the need to put an
additional compliance burden on seafarers. It provides
the crew with instantly available and accessible information
with a simple audit trail to demonstrate the steps taken.

Marlink’s suite of IT network security tools goes end to
end across the business and its functions. From secure
and encrypted satcom to onshore data management
and filtering, through network management in the cloud,
cyber applications and IT system visibility to cyber
detection, mitigation and recovery; our services meet
all IMO functional requirements and provide a robust
solution for operators of general and specialist tonnage.

Most software updates using ITLink will remove need
for human intervention, since updates are completely
automated. All predefined business critical information
is backed up automatically, according to customer
requirements and policies. Disaster recovery options
and corresponding procedures, to ensure return to
operation (RTO) in line with each customer’s
requirements, can also be facilitated.

At the heart of the Marlink digital enablement strategy
is the ITLink application portfolio, which allows shipping
companies to centrally manage entire vessel fleets.
Digital initiatives such as updating business critical
software, vulnerability mitigation, implementation of
systems or changes to comply with latest regulatory
requirements can be automatically distributed and
implemented onboard all vessels.

IT / OT compliance
IMO2021 dictates measures to mitigate the cyber risk
which applies to both IT and OT. So far the focus and
tools available have been mostly focusing on IT with
established tools available such as anti virus, fire walls,
content filter, IT network monitoring and security, and
cyber detection services as some examples. On the OT
side ship owners have been more reluctant given the
negative consequences of OT being compromised. This
has led to some ship owners taking a very conservative
approach with regards to allowing OT parts to be
connected. Others have experienced how connecting OT
can open for more pro active maintenance, prolonged
maintenance cycles and reduced costs. Not to forget
more measure points and quality assured data for
analysis to operate smarter and safer. Regardless of
approach towards connecting OT with reference to
IMO2021 compliance, most manufacturers of core OT
components onboard a vessel such as engine, propulsion,
gear, bridge and electrical supply do offer services
where data can be extracted from the OT devices to
shore. Most of these systems are proprietary meaning
the entire sphere of onboard OT components is very
much fragmented by different manufacturers with
different proprietary services for retrieving data from
onboard. Marlink works with both ship operators and
OT manufacturers to define the procedures regarding
how to control and manage access to different OT
devices in a consolidated and secure way. This is not a
straight forward standardised path as ownership of
data also comes into the equation of retrieving OT data
due to proprietary systems. For Marlink the focus is on
enabling ship operators with flexible and secure ways to
control the access to onboard devices to meet different
security policies from different clients.

Automatically implementing the changes across all
targeted vessels avoids repetitive tasks which would
significantly increase the time it can take to successfully
update all computers. Automated implementations
will be logged, ensuring that audit trails are kept and
made available to managers onshore. When it comes to
IMO2021 compliance, that means crew no longer have
to worry about proving their systems have the latest
updates; ITLink’s intuitive dashboard provides inspectors
with a single view of system status.

Do you have a standardised satcom and IT
(infrastructure and software) solution on the vessels?

No

32%
Yes

68%
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Conclusion
The maritime industry is going through a period of
unprecedented change and transformation; with physical
events, technology changes and policy shifts acting on
shipping and ports in almost equal measure.
The restrictions on free movement, subsequent isolation,
the struggle to connect with loved ones and availability
of trustworthy support and advice are all things that
have become a reality for millions in the last few
months. Remote access and support are ideas whose
time has come. This can be seen in the explosion in the
last few months in use of remote equipment surveys and
remote maintenance for critical updates. We have begun
to comprehend the importance of IoT monitoring and
reporting infrastructure as well as the boom in services
like telemedicine as a supplement to voice and data
communications.

Digitalisation will bring unprecedented transparency
and profit potential to future shipping operations. Data
of increasing quality and validity will be used to make
decisions that impact the top line and deliver gains in
environmental performance, but security has become
the next most important focus on the regulatory agenda.
The shipping industry has moved from the voluntary
phase of cyber security into the regulation phase, but
there are still gaps in the knowledge of what is required
from a customer/charterer point of view.
Just as all shipowners that want to maintain their
competitive position and improve efficiency need a plan
for digitalisation, they will need one for cyber security
compliance too.

The growth of installed bandwidth capacity means that
remote access for healthcare and safety services can be
secure and certified for operational support, regulatory
compliance or personal welfare.

Given the market and challenges: as you consider the future strategy of your organisation, and its initiatives to
optimise, remain competitive, grow the business and ensure profitability, how much do you agree with each of
the following statements? (where 1 is completely disagree and 10 is completely agree)

We have an innovative and flexible approach to business
processes and identifying opportunities for consolidating,
merging or specialised functions

We have a mature and open approach to in-sourced functions
and specialised services

We have a digital strategy which is set and sponsored by
senior management

7.16

6.58

7.20

Source: The Maritime Industry at the Dawn of Digitalization. Ovum, 2017.
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Network Technology and
Compliance Action List
Digitalisation, ICT and Cyber Security are big challenges
for shipping companies, but they can be approached
using a series of steps to build the platform and
processes needed to manage data, create and deploy
software and monitor the network, while removing these
tasks from crew for reduced risk and greater efficiency.

Contact us for a free consultation on
Marlink’s IT and Cyber Security solutions:
info@marlink.com

* Survey / Interviews conducted among more than
200 ship owners on their digital readiness, conducted
by Ovum, May 2017
** Comsys Maritime VSAT Report, January 2020
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A Robust Data Strategy



Automation and Scripting



Automated Updates



Network Monitoring



A Fully Integrated Cyber Strategy



Hybrid Connectivity

Digitalisation depends on the collection, transfer
and analysis of data on vessel operations,
which requires a data strategy encompassing
ownership and access, with as much automation
as possible.

Transferring the IT expertise ashore to the
experts means that updates and upgrades
can be delivered to the ship ready to run
and deployed with minimal intervention
from the crew.

Performing ‘over the air’, all software and security
updates can help to reduce risks to a minimum by
lowering or removing the human element from
the IT security process and making it more cost
and time efficient.

Engaging in pro-active IT support and
maintenance, provides proof of procedures,
ensuring the platform for applications is
stable and reliable. It also ensures a reliable
platform for data collection as well as for
operational and compliance reporting.

Marlink’s CyberGuard portfolio enables
owners to protect, detect and resolve any
cyber- threat through a combination of network
resilience and redundancy, dedicated maritime
cyber-security technology and maritime
Security Operation Center (SOC) experts.

To give digitalisation and compliance the best
‘backbone’, it pays to employ multiple carriers
– satellite, cellular, wireless - to maximise
availability of coverage and simultaneously
ensure lowest latency.
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